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Trinity Medical Devices Announces OEM Global Sourcing Initiative

Providing high quality, value-driven, regulatory compliant medical devices and services — for every patient, every day.

Trinity Medical
Devices Inc.
1 Pluckemin Way, Suite 101
Bedminster, NJ 07921
Phone: 1-908-375-8185
Fax: 1-844-329-8634
Email: customerservice@trinitymdi.com

T

rinity Medical Devices Inc., a company intensely
focused on delivering high-quality single-use medical
products at favorable costs to the global healthcare
market; has recently announced the expansion of its
OEM Global Sourcing Initiative. This initiative is poised to
provide additional value-added benefits to the healthcare
market that has been struggling with costs, many of which
have been substantially increased by the pandemic.
Trinity provides global sourcing/contract manufacturing services to major medical device companies, both
domestic and international, including several multi-hundred million and billion-dollar revenue size customers with
focus in the following key areas:

Web: www.trinitymdi.com
Key Executive: Samuel Kurian

•

Anesthesia

•

Respiratory

Products/Services: Anesthesia, Respiratory,
Airway Management and Critical Care Medical
Device Disposables

•

Critical Care

•

Infection Prevention

•

CPAP/Sleep Medicine

•

Neonatal

•

EMS

•

PPE

Year Founded: 2012
Trinity has access to domestic and international highly
qualified med-tech manufacturing facilities and places
the utmost importance on quality through its proprietary
regulatory system.
The Coronavirus affected many businesses and especially the general public and healthcare workers tremendously; during this time Trinity successfully provided
millions of pieces of greatly needed personal protective
equipment, such as N95 masks, thermometers, nasal
swabs, surgical gloves and an innovative SafePack Kit
product for daily consumer use to healthcare institutions.
Through many years of servicing Fortune 500 and
midsize companies with their product manufacturing
needs, Trinity has been a reputable supply partner. Trinity
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has now embarked on a highly focused business model
to offer medical device companies with a well-seasoned
proven alternative to their manufacturing needs.
“I can’t express enough how pleased we are to expand
our OEM business,” says Sam Kurian, Co-Chief Operating
Officer at Trinity Medical Devices. “The Trinity infrastructure is perfectly suited to provide our customers with
products of the greatest quality with significant cost
savings through contract manufacturing. But we don’t just
help with cost savings — we help our customers grow. We
become true partners with all of our customers and allow
them to focus on their core competencies and in doing
so, grow their businesses. I believe we will continue to
see a market trend in which consumable medical devices
fit into the portfolio of a technology or equipment-based
business, or with companies that maintain a large infrastructure to accommodate a wide variety of outsourced
services. We are excited about being able to utilize our
resources and provide a complete outsourcing solution.”
Richard Kennedy, Co-Chief Operating Officer and Head
of Regulatory commented, “Whether you are looking for
partners in a global supply chain, or domestic Madein-the-USA solutions, our innovative regulatory system
provides the framework to meet Quality and Regulatory
standards necessary in qualifying these sources and
solutions to meet your needs.”
We at Trinity Medical Devices wish to express our
appreciation to the Governor of New Jersey and members
of the NJ EDA for their support through the state’s EDA
Investor Tax Credit Program that enabled Trinity to provide
a New Jersey tax incentive by way of their investment
in our exciting growth oriented medical global sourcing
business.
Trinity Medical Devices Inc. is an FDA registered, ISO 13485 certified, private medical
device company focused on providing high-quality cost-effective alternatives in the single-use medical device market. For more information on Trinity Medical Devices, please visit:
www.trinitymdi.com
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